
CSC 108H1 F Test 1 — Solutions Fall 2007

Question 1. [5 marks]

Define a function called cherries that has one float parameter representing the weight of a cherry, and
returns a str representing a size designation, according to the following formula:

Weight Range Classification
≥10.4 ‘9 Row’
8.6 - 10.4 ‘10 Row’
7.1 - 8.6 ‘11 Row’
<7.0 ‘12 Row’

If a cherry weight is exactly at a category boundary (8.6), it should be classified in the heavier designation.
Assume the input is in the range 0.0 - 15.0. You do not need to write a docstring comment.

def cherries(weight):
if 10.4 <= weight:

return ‘9 Row’
elif 8.6 <= weight < 10.4:

return ‘10 Row’
elif 7.1 <= weight < 8.6:

return ‘11 Row’
else:

# Note: The table has a typo: <7.0 should be <7.1. We
# are not marking what you do with values between 7 and 7.1.
return ‘12 Row’
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Question 2. [5 marks]

Complete the following function according to its docstring description.

import picture

def make_button()
’’’Return a 100 pixel wide by 100 pixel high Picture of a red button
with circular holes. The picture consists of three circles: the
red button is at location (10, 10) with a diameter of 80. The two
holes are both black to match the background, have diameter 10, and
are located at (60, 45) and (30, 45).
’’’

pic = picture.make_empty_picture(100, 100)
picture.add_oval_filled(pic, 10, 10, 80, 80, picture.red)
picture.add_oval_filled(pic, 60, 45, 10, 10, picture.black)
picture.add_oval_filled(pic, 30, 45, 10, 10, picture.black)
return pic
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Question 3. [8 marks]

Write a program that prompts for a picture using pick a file, and then uses raw input to prompt for
three numbers. The first is the amount to subtract from every red value in the picture, the second is the
amount to subtract from every green value in the picture, and the third is the amount to subtract from
every blue value in the picture. Your program should subtract those amounts from every pixel in the
picture. At the end of the program, show the resulting picture.

You may assume all three numbers will be integers in the range 0 to 255.

You must include a function named reduce colours, which has four parameters, in this order:

• The Picture to modify.

• An int representing the red subtracter.

• An int representing the green subtracter.

• An int representing the blue subtracter.

Function reduce colours does the work of subtracting from each of the pixel values in the picture. If a
new colour value is less than 0, use 0 as the value. You do not need to write a docstring comment.

import picture

def reduce_colours(pic, r_sub, g_sub, b_sub):
for pixel in picture.get_pixels(pic):

picture.set_red(pixel, max(picture.get_red(pixel) - r_sub, 0))
picture.set_green(pixel, max(picture.get_green(pixel) - g_sub, 0))
picture.set_blue(pixel, max(picture.get_blue(pixel) - b_sub, 0))

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
pic = picture.make_picture(picture.pick_a_file())
red_sub = int(raw_input("Please enter how much red to remove (0 to 255): "))
green_sub = int(raw_input("Please enter how much green to remove (0 to 255): "))
blue_sub = int(raw_input("Please enter how much blue to remove (0 to 255): "))
reduce_colours(pic, red_sub, green_sub, blue_sub)
picture.show(pic) # The UTM version did not request that the picture be shown.
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